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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Chapter one is an important aspect in this study. In this chapter the writer

explains the foundation of the analysis. It will be followed by background of the

study, statements of the problems, purpose of the study, significance of the study,

scope of limitation and definition of key term.

1.1 Background of the Study

There are many of different languages that are spoken by people all around

the world. The phenomenon of using more than one language in bi-multilingual

society in order to communicate each other is normal. It is such communication

that creates a phenomenon called code-mixing.

Code mixing in oral communication is easy to find in the daily conversation. It

can appear as formal or informal sentences. Wardhaugh (2006) argues that people

usually need to choose a particular code whenever they try to speak. People might

decide to switch from one code to another or to mix the codes. Code mixing is used by

people in many fields. In this case the writer attempts to investigate code mixing in

communication media namely radio. Further, code mixing has correlation with code

switching. According to Bullock & Toribio (2009), code-switching is bilingual’s ability

to alternate effortlessly between two languages. Code switching is viewed as an index

of bilingual linguistics proficiency. It is more commonly perceived by the general

public as an indicative of language degeneration.

There are many case of code mixing in radio. Code mixing is usually used

by broadcasters who have a special radio program. Those studies show this code
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mixing in several radio region such as Surabaya, Malang, and Bojonegoro.

Almost of them are informal radio or many people called, young radio. As a

media entertainment, radio offers many of fresh programs and also fresh

information (Farikhah, 2005; Ningrum, 2007; Harianti, 2011; Aqiidah, 2011). It

makes sense that most of the youngsters who are the radio subject should get stay

updated. Therefore, some people opinions about being a member of radio

generation are still fascinationing (Beaman, 2006).

According to the previous study there are similarities findings about the

types of code mixing but with different total number. It states about code mixing

in word, reduplication, phrase and clause. Then, they gained the information from

the broadcasters who use code mixing while airing. They focus on purpose of the

broadcasters when used code mixing, especially the study of code mixing used by

broadcasters in several Malang radios (Farikhah, 2005; Ningrum, 2007; Harianti,

2011; Aqiidah, 2011).

From Ningrum (2007) & Harianti (2011), most of them have three big

points about code mixing used by broadcasters. Code mixing occurrs when the

broadcasters open and close the program, give information and interact with

listeners. The broadcasters’ reason to use code mixing during the program is to

fulfill the demand from the radio management and to attract the listeners.

The recent study of code mixing in radio according to Harianti (2011) finds that

code mixing occurrs in word such as “request”, “single”, “bye” and etc. Other findings

suggest code mixing in phrase and clause example “so stay tune on 93 Elfara FM” and

“good looking”. From the example there are many cases of code mixing that can be
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found in radio. The writer attempts to raise another case in code mixing used by a

particular broadcaster especially in Malang. The urgency of this study lies on the fact

that this would give recent development the code mixing study on the radio. The writer

believes that there is difference between this study and the previous study. According to

Beaman (2006), as entertainment media, radio has to follow the regulation and the

transformation time by time. It is possible that the type and the purpose of code mixing

used by radio broadcaster might have slight change.

1.2 Statement of the Problems

1. What type of code mixing is used by the broadcaster of M Cinema

Program at MFM Radio?

2. What are the reason of the broadcaster of M Cinema Program in mixing

the codes?

1.2 Purposes of the Study

1. To analyze the types of code mixing used by the broadcaster of M Cinema

Program at MFM Radio.

2. To investigate the reasons of the broadcaster of M Cinema Program in

mixing the codes.

1.3 Significance of the Study

The result of this study is expected to give some contribution to the

teachers, students, and Digital Library of University of Muhammadiyah Malang.

For the teachers, it is expected to give more information about code mixing in

Sociolinguistics Study, particulary in radio entertaiment. For the students, it can

be reference for next researchers who are interested in code mixing used by
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broadcasters. Further, this study can contribute to Digital Library of University of

Muhammadiyah Malang in terms of providing more findings about code mixing.

1.4 Scope and Limitation

The scopes of this study is code mixing used by a broadcaster in MFM

Radio. The area of this study is limited in code mixing from Indonesian to English

or vice versa. It is also limited in M-Cinema program every Saturday at 3pm until

5pm from November 2017 until December 2017. Another limitation in this study

is the theory that used by the writer. This is in line with the theory of Pieter

Muysken (2000) which states that there are three main code mixings: insertion,

alternation and congruent lexicalization.

1.5 Definition of Key Term

Before discussing further, it is necessary to clarify the meaning of the key

terms to avoid any misunderstanding and misinterpreting. Those key terms are

defined as follows:

1.5.1 Sociolinguistics

According to Wardhaugh (2006), Sociolinguistics focused on the study of

language in relation to the society. The purpose of this study was to make a better

understanding between the structure and function of the language by investigating

between language and society. It is the study of language affected by social relation also

the study of language linguistic as influenced by social cultural factor.

1.5.2 Code Switching

According to Bullock & Toribio (2009), code-switching is ability on the

part of bilinguals to alternate effortlessly between two languages.

1.5.3 Code Mixing
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The code mixing concept is used to refer to more general forms of

language contact that may include cases of code switching and the other form of

contact which emphasize the lexical items (Muysken, 2000).

1.5.4 Radio Stations

Radio station is one of media industry in which there are several points to

be attention such as creative, opinionated and evolving (Beaman, 2006).

1.5.5 A Broadcaster

A broadcaster is one of media professions associated with production

techniques and information methods in radio. They are confident in their abilities

and knowledge in broadcasting as well as skill in technology used during the

broadcast. (Beaman, 2006).


